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A Temptress Knows How to Win Her Man's Devotion - and Keep It FOR LIFE* * * LIMITED TIME

OFFER! 50% OFF! (Regular Price $5.99) * * *Do you want to grab his attention, win his adoration

and have him eating from the palm of your hand, now and for the rest of your lives? Passion and

lust isn't something that happens to you - it's something you can take complete control of.This book

will show you how to unlock the temptress inside you will keep your man coming back for more -

and more, and still more. By unlocking your inner temptress, you can kick start a relationship that's

rewarding for the both of you.I've Spent My Career Analyzing the Dating Game, and Now I'm Here

to Help YOU Find the Temptress Inside of YouHi, I'm Eric. I'm a relationship expert, it's what I do for

a living. I've spent my career analyzing relationships to work out what makes people tick and I've

helped countless couples ignite their desire.I've worked with so many women who are shy about

their sexuality or who have no idea how to express it in a way that both appeals to guys and

satisfies their own needs. And what I've found is that every single one of them had a temptress

inside them - and that their lovers couldn't resist when they met her.Give Me ONE WEEK and I'll

Help You Ignite the Passion in Your RelationshipGive me three and I'll show you how to add spice

that will keep that desire building to a climax, all by simply accessing the temptress who's already

hidden within you. By the time you've put the advice in this guide into practice, you'll wonder how

you ever kept her hidden - and you'll never want to again.In this book, we'll cover:Top tips to keep

him thinking about you even when you're miles apartSecret ways to spice up your love life and

leave both of you breathless with lustThe truth about what a man wants from his woman - and how

you can use it to your advantageAnd much, much more...If You Don't Read This Guide, Your Man

May NEVER Crave You the Way You Want Him toThis method has been proven to work - a

hundred times over.I'm going to show you how to access that part of you and bring your inner

temptress right to the forefront. I'm going to show you how your love life can be utterly fulfilling for

both of you. All it takes is a few easy steps and he'll be purring with passion and sensuality, and all

for less than the cost of a margarita.Start Feeling the Passion Together in Less Than a Week... or

Your Money Back!If you follow the steps in this guide and the temperature of your love life doesn't

turn up to the highest heat, simply click one button within 7 days and  will return 100% of your

money. That's how confident I am that I have the answer to your problem - I really can help you

make your man FOREVER lust after you.Hurry! Scroll up now and click the BUY NOW button to

start UNLOCKING YOUR INNER TEMPTRESS, today!
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This book is written by a man. I like it that I'm able to get a man's point of view about how to be hot

in the bedroom. Much of the time, women ask women about sex and not their husbands. We talk

amongst ourselves about something we're not the experts on. So it makes sense to me that getting

this info from a man is a great idea!I didn't know how to bring out my inner temptress, really. This

book gave great information on how to do that and then what to do after that. The book has real

advice and not just some vague concepts.It's so easy to lose sight of what's important in your sex

life when you've been married for a long time. This book is a wonderful resource to help you get

back in touch and get back to that giddy place in your relationship.

At first blush...and it is possible that some will blush on opening this delightful book...this is a book

for women who want to become more desirable for their man. Sound a bit sexist? It's not. In truth,

'The Temptress' Handbook' is a book for couples who seek to enhance the enjoyment of one of the

most basic of human pleasures and experiences...our sexuality. It is a forthright discussion of what

pleases men sexually, and as a man, I can completely relate and agree with the author's insights.

Well-written with many "how to's", the book is an avenue to open the discussion about what men



like and don't like in the bedroom and how to keep the excitement in a relationship. There are a

number of books about women's sexuality, what they need and don't need from men. This book

brings a refreshing perspective and openness about a subject that, frankly, men may find difficult to

discuss. Remember, we are supposed to 'want it all the time'. In truth, as the author points out, men

have triggers just like women, even if they are not quite as in touch with themselves as women are.

Well done and highly recommended.

I actually bought this book by accident, but decided to read it anyway. It's written by a man, Eric

Monroe, but it's about how a woman, a temptress, can generate some romance between herself

and her lover, to kindle excitement to explore each other's bodies and find out what makes each

other moan in desire. Eric mentions that her secret to keeping your man coming back for more is to

make sure he never quite knows what to expect. This is a well done book that men will like as well

as women. Good job.

Ok, so all I will say is that if you pick up ONE tip from this book that spices up your love life, it will be

well worth the price of admission! As a guy, I found that this book offers a TON of sexy ideas for

picking up any stuttering relationship.Even if you are too shy to actually gift the book to your partner,

you can pick up some good suggestions from the book and introduce them into your bedroom. I

especially liked the idea of using a phone or camera as a mirror as a turn-on, even if you don't

actually record yourselves in the act.As an aside, I think most of these tips could also apply to gay

couples too, though some of the "tips and tricks" are rather phallically-focused.

The Author, Eric Monroe, spent his career helping couples with their relationship issues. I could

really feel, while reading this book, how his life experience led to writing this amazing book. I

learned a lot from reading it. The tips given are priceless. Among other things, Eric talks about

secret ways to spice up you love life. And who doesn't needs that?? I think every couple need at

least to be aware of the options they have, to improve their livesâ€¦This is a must read book ! Both

for woman and man.Very well written, very educational and very recommended !

If you're looking for a no holds barred how to manual to spark up your love life, this is it. I could

definitely recommend this to any woman who wants to know what her man is thinking and how he

wants it. Written in plain English without all the psycho-babble you might expect to hear from a

relationship counselor. Just a nice little bag of tricks to tuck in your back pocket.



This is a good guide to the modern dating styles. This will help a woman how to become the woman

that any man would like to date and want to have in their lives. The content will teach you how to

change the rules and change the way of your thinking.

The subject discussed in this book is interesting; it goes deep into what it is to always feel like a

relationship new. I was pleased to discover this book and learn what it teaches because the sparks

in my relationships die out very fast. I hope that with this new discovery I will be able to be on top of

it all. I like that the writer tells you about the various aspects of seduction so that you are not left

wondering and have to read another book; this one has it all. This book is really easy to read and

understand, all thatâ€™s left is the action.
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